Introduction
In [8] , Rooney defines a class s/ of complex-valued functions ( each of which is analytic in a vertical strip a(£)<Res</?(£) in the complex s-plane and satisfies certain growth conditions as |lms|->oo along fixed lines Res=c lying within this strip. These conditions mean that the functions fulfil the requirements of the one-dimensional Mihlin-Hormander theorem (see [6, p. 417 
]) and so can be regarded as Fourier multipliers for the Banach spaces L"(U).
Consequently, each function £e<s/ gives rise to a family of bounded operators W[C, a], ae(a(C),/?(£)), on L"{U), l<p<oo. By noting that the Mellin transform Mt/f of a suitably restricted function \p could be expressed as where F denotes the Fourier transform and (see [7] ), Rooney was able to develop a theory of Mellin multipliers on weighted versions of the Banach spaces LP(O, oo) and as a result deduced the mapping properties of certain operators, including the Erdelyi-Kober operators of fractional integration.
In this paper, functions £ in the class srf are shown to generate a family of continuous linear operators W [(,a] , a e (a(£), /?(()), on the Frechet spaces D u introduced by Schwartz in [9] . These operators can be interpreted as the restrictions of the bounded operators on L"(U) mentioned above. An application of standard techniques for extending operators from spaces of classical functions to spaces of generalised functions then establishes that the operators W[C,ff] permit natural extensions W' CC.ff] to the distribution spaces D' Ll> . Since each space D' LP (1 <p< oo) contains the space L q {U) (where l/p+l/q = l) as a subspace, in the sense of regular generalised functions, the extended operators W [(,, o~\ are also extensions of the corresponding Fourier multipliers on L'(R).
As illustrations of the theory, we concentrate on the Riemann-Liouville and Weyl
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W. LAMB operators of fractional integration and demonstrate how familiar results associated with these operators emerge in a natural manner from properties possessed by their multiplier functions. Also discussed are certain integral operators involving the GaussWeierstrass kernel. The results deduced on all of these operators are used finally to obtain distributional solutions of a class of boundary value problems involving the heat operator.
Notation and preliminary results
Throughout, p, q and \i are real numbers with l<p, q<<x> and l/p+1/^=1. L P ( = L P (IR)) denotes the Banach space of (equivalence classes of) functions (f> such that [9] (see [3] ). We list the main facts below. 
Fractional integrals on D pil
In this section we shall determine the mapping properties of the Riemann-Liouville and Weyl operators of fractional calculus on the spaces D pil . For Rea>0, the RiemannLiouville and Weyl fractional integrals of order a are defined on suitable functions <p by
respectively, while the operators of fractional differentiation D" and E" are given by
where n, a positive integer, is such that n>Rea. Results concerning these operators on the spaces D p " have been deduced previously by the author [3] as a special case of a theory of fractional powers of operators. Here we shall show that the same results emerge in a natural manner from properties possessed by associated multiplier functions.
Of interest also are generalisations l\ and K% of /" and K" respectively. For a e C and b > 0,1% and K% are defined on suitable functions <f> by (b) Proceeding as in the proof of (a), this time with a e C, we can show that
where
The function X v (z) appearing in the above formula is the modified Bessel function of the third kind (see [4, p. 108] Proof. We prove (a) only, the proof of (b) being similar. If/x>0 and <f>eD Pft then
0 as b->0+ (from Theorem 4.1(c)). Proof. If we note first that the singular distribution 8, defined by (5,,<f>) = < belongs to D' pli then these results follow from the fact that strong convergence implies weak convergence in a Frechet space.
Multiplier operators on the spaces U u
The operators W[C,a] and W[(*,er] defined in Section 3 can be extended in a natural manner to the generalised function spaces D' LP . The method adopted to carry out this extension process is the adjoint operator approach described in [5] . To see what this entails, let ^ belong to the Banach space I? and let a(£) < Re s </? (() and
Note that formula (5.3) is simply a statement of the rule for fractional integration by parts and is the formula usually used for extending the classical operator /" to spaces of distributions. Formula (5.7) is also expected since the operators 1% and K% are formal adjoints.
Proceeding similarly, we also arrive at the following formulae: Proof. These facts follow immediately from the corresponding properties of K", E" and K% on D p ". Similar results can also be established for K", E" and K%.
Alternatively, by applying the Laplace transform, a solution can be found in the form
f4(t -T))/(T)<*T (7.5) (see [1, p. 243] ).
Our objective is to demonstrate that similar results hold for the same problem posed within a distributional framework where fewer restrictions are necessary on the function /. The distributional version of (7.1)-{7.3) which we consider is the following. Given The solution u(x) we seek is regarded as a D^-valued function of x for x^O. Consequently, in (7.6), differentiation with respect to x is interpreted as differentiation in the weak* sense of a D' p ^-valued function, whereas 3/dt denotes the distributional differential operator defined by In (7.7), convergence is with respect to the weak*-topology while in (7.8) , support is interpreted in the distributional sense. Lemma 7.1. If n<0 and pe(l,oo) then a solution of (7.6) and (7. Proof. From Theorems 6.1(a) and 6.2(a), / 2 / ) = / as x^0 + , and therefore M(X), given by (7.9), satisfies the boundary condition (7.7). Moreover, from )) (see Table 4 .5, Remark 4.6(a) and [2, p. 146,(28)]). Hence, in each case the associated multiplier is exp(-xs 1/2 ) so that (7.13) is certainly true on the dense subset S of D p T he result for any <j>eD pll follows from the continuity of the operators.
